
Application 20/01788/FUL – Land at Shurdington Road, Cheltenham 

Presentation by Leckhampton with Warden Hill Parish Council  

to the CBC Planning Committee on 24 March 2022 

We were grateful you delayed this application last December to try to resolve the 

traffic problems. It is disappointing that, despite three months, there has been no 

significant improvement. 

  

This application is the sequel to the 2013 Bovis-Miller application that this 

Committee refused on grounds of severe traffic congestion and landscape 

damage. At appeal the Secretary of State in 2016 fully endorsed the Committee’s 

judgements, finding the Leckhampton Fields are valued landscape that the NPPF 

says should be protected and that the development would cause severe 

cumulative traffic congestion. The Secretary of State also criticised 

Gloucestershire Highways for complacency. Despite this, Highways 

recommendations on the current application are no better.  

Inspector Burden ruled that the MD4 allocation could only be permitted if the 

traffic mitigation at the A46/Moorend Park Road Junction, put forward jointly by 

Miller Homes and GCC at the hearing, was shown to work. This mitigation 

substantially lengthened the north-bound left turning lane at the junction so that 

more vehicles could move forward in parallel when the lights changed. It could 

sufficiently improve the junction throughput, but this depends on acquiring a strip 

of extra land because the existing carriageway is too narrow. Without this, what is 

currently proposed is woefully inadequate. It could if anything make the 

congestion worse and would be extremely unsafe because of insufficient lane 

width. It proposes traffic lanes 2.5 metres wide when a bus is 2.55 metres wide 

and a large lorry up to 2.6 metres. The junction throughput depends critically on 

vehicles accelerating quickly when the lights change and also on the traffic 

travelling through the junction as fast as possible. The narrow lanes would inhibit 



this, making the queue longer, and also cause drivers to swerve and potentially 

hit cyclists in the narrow inside cycle lane. What is currently proposed is so 

obviously dangerous and Gloucestershire Highways advice so unclear that when 

a fatality occurs this Council might be liable for Gross Negligence Manslaughter if 

it permitted the application on such a risky basis. 

The forecast extra traffic due to the Miller housing when added to the forecast 

traffic to the new secondary school would make the peak morning traffic level as 

high, or possibly higher, than was considered in the Secretary of State’s 2016 

findings of severe cumulative congestion. The morning A46 queue already 

extends well beyond the A417 but the extra traffic would make it a solid slow-

moving queue with very long driving times into Cheltenham.  

A second major problem is that drivers, to save time, would by-pass the queue 

from Shurdington northwards by using Leckhampton Lane as a rat run. This rat 

run would split into two arms that would pass the two major schools in Church 

Road and Farm Lane, adding to the already very bad local congestion. Concern 

about this is what prompted so many residents to write last December. The rat 

run traffic rejoining the A46 at the new Kidnappers Lane roundabout would also 

hold back the A46 traffic from Up Hatherley Way, stifling the traffic flow round 

South Cheltenham. This rat run problem was previously examined in great detail 

by Bovis-Miller and by the appeal inspector and no solution could be found.   

Turning to the landscape, the planning officer is wrong in saying the site is not 

protected landscape. Part of the site is valued landscape, namely the 

smallholdings both sides of the footpath and area R2/R3 between Hatherley 

Brook and Robinswood Field. The valued landscape has very high planning 

weight being the finding of the Planning Inspectorate and Secretary of State and 

confirmed in the High Court. Inspector Ord in the JCS also concluded that 

development should be confined to the Northern Fields - the part that is not 

valued landscape. The MD4 allocation provides for 350 dwellings on land north 



of Kidnappers Lane. The two developments that already have planning 

permission provide 36 dwellings and the remaining 316 with a very minimal 

adjustment do fit just on the Northern Fields. So you should strongly reject any 

development on R2/R3 and also require that housing on the Northern Fields is 

well screened to protect the valued landscape and the much loved view from 

Leckhampton Hill.  

Valued landscape is the most important UK landscape to protect. The 

Leckhampton Fields are a memorable and feature-full landscape, as the 

Secretary of State said in 2016. The view from Leckhampton Hill is also one of 

the finest in the country, one of only 28 viewpoints in England and 47 viewpoints 

in the whole of Britain that are highlighted as top tourist viewpoints in the AA road 

maps of Great Britain. Cheltenham needs to highly value and protect this great 

local treasure and its valued landscape.  

The application in its present form must be refused.  

Thank you. 


